
II. Victorian Obscenity Primary Texts 

 The texts in this list are representative of obscene Victorian texts as well as indispensable 

earlier texts such as John Cleland’s Fanny Hill (1749), which I plan to make use of as a starting 

point in terms of the publishing history that I will be examining. Fanny Hill was republished 

extensively throughout the nineteenth-century by many underground publishers, making it 

something of an obscenity touchstone. Cleland’s novel is not, however, the focus of this list, 

rather a place from which to begin looking at the idea of obscene Victorian print culture. What I 

aim to do with the works on this list is gain a firm grounding in the kinds of texts circulating 

underground in Victorian London and forming the basis of what ‘obscene’ even means in that 

context.  

 A number of the works I propose to study are fictional novels, novellas, and/or 

pamphlets. For instance, key works such as the eleven volume memoir of sexual experiences, My 

Secret Life (ca. 1888), anonymously penned by ‘Walter’ give extensive insight into not only the 

publication of such works but also the intended audiences. The original edition of My Secret Life 

claimed, in advertisements, to be the “erotic existence, or private confessions  and 

autobiography…set down day by day, from boyhood onwards” of the author and written “with 

the exactness and scrupulous order of the English nation” (qtd. in Mendes 163). Claims such as 

these epitomize the memoir genre in obscene publication of the period, the work claims to be 

not only explicitly detailed but true, rare, and well written by an Englishman, all enticing to 

potential readers. These details make works such as My Secret Life seem not only lascivious from 

the perspective of containing erotic descriptions of sexual escapades outside the scope available 

in every day Victorian life, but the element of their truth gives readers something extra for their 

book-buying pounds: authenticity and esoterica. The first edition claimed to have had only six 

copies printed by permission of its author and therefore justified its original £100 price tag. The 

cost and presumed exclusivity of the text lend credence to the idea that the audience for these 



works were those who were well-connected and relatively wealthy; put bluntly, My Secret Life as a 

text and physical object provides fantasy on various levels regardless of its contents. This, I will 

argue, is the work that underground publications of this type were doing in the period, providing 

a material means of sexual expression to those who were interested and, more importantly, could 

afford it. The effect was the creation of coteries who may well have been unknown to one 

another yet shared a common goal. 

 Novels and memoirs, however, do not contain the entire scope of the question of 

Victorian obscene publication. For this reason I will look at other types of obscene publications. 

So called ‘facetiae’ and ephemeral types of short obscene texts, like those found in the periodical 

The Pearl and its companion The Cremorne, represent another form taken by obscenity. It is not as 

involved as voluminous texts such as My Secret Life and were, arguably, available to a larger 

audience since the cost was not as prohibitive, yet still difficult enough to obtain that its target 

audience was still specific. The poems, short stories, and essays of obscene periodicals filled 

another kind of niche market likely including the same readership as novels and memoirs, 

though more inclusive. Medical/sexological texts, such as Havelock Ellis’ Sexual Inversion (1897), 

were distributed in the same manner of open secrecy and are even alluded to in the other 

fictional publications (for example, Tardieu is specifically mentioned in Teleny). It seems, then, 

that there was an interest not only in descriptions of sexual encounters but also a desire for the 

knowledge that could give perspective on sexualities represented in other kinds of texts. 

Sexology seemingly provided answers to perverse questions about aberrant sexualities that were 

described in many of the above mentioned texts. Diaries such as those of John Addington 

Symonds and George Ives, who wrote defences of homosexuality in the period, also form an 

important part of the story around obscenity in Victorian England, especially as concerns 

‘inversion’ and their writing will play a large role in contextualizing what the latter called ‘the 

cause’. 



 By way of justification of the texts on this list, I will just add that I have included only 

those texts which I am in possession of or are readily available. Many of the texts listed in 

bibliographies such as Peter Mendes’ Clandestine Erotic Fiction in English (1993) and Henry Spencer 

Ashbee’s Bibliography of Prohibited Books (1885) are unavailable or limited to extant copies in the 

British Library or other private collections. The one exception on this list is Des Grieux, or a 

Prelude to Teleny (1889) which is held in a private collection in New York that I plan to obtain or 

at least look at since Teleny is one of the main works I will study further. 
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